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teaching science through trade books
Americans for Public Trust, through a FOIA request, obtained email
exchanges between top officials at the CDC and teachers union bosses.

meet the 74 women competing to be the next miss universe
An economic opportunity for NZ could be closing rapidly as the world
grapples with the pandemic, and business and social impact leaders want
the Government to act fast to stay ahead.

collaboration between cdc and teachers union doesn’t help our kids
Featuring folklore, magic, dystopias, and more — these SFF novels are
perfect reads for Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month and
beyond.

is nz missing our post-covid window of opportunity?
The city’s significant achievements took place in the midst of the corruption,
disease and volatility that feature throughout its history.
why the world owes a huge debt to florence
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold.
Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different
views.

36 excellent science fiction and fantasy books from aapi authors
From current affairs to comics and mysteries to middle grade, here are the
big fall titles our reviews editors will be discussing with their editors at the
inaugural U.S. Book Show from May 25 to 27.
u.s. book show: pw editors’ picks panels
The 2019/2020 academic session was severely impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic. Nevertheless, students in terminal classes still had

today’s premium stories
We’re still working on it, and I just simply don’t think that’s part of the core
underpinning of what American civic education ought to be about.” History
is a book of sequences and consequences.

how 37 tech colleges excelled despite covid-19
The Ghana Publishers Association has urged publishers not to put books
with errors on the market. Speaking at the stakeholders meeting on the
topic, “The State of Publishing Industry in Ghana:

clack: to sanitize 1619 is to deny america's history
"It's clear that the U.S. dominates one style of warfare, but many other
forms are still available to America's enemies."
how should the us respond to provocations in the grey zone?
The grandson of the Italian immigrant who opened Venezia in Sea Point in
1953 has been making his grandfather’s ice cream for family and friends.
Now the rest of Cape Town might be getting a taste of

do not to put books with errors on the market - gpa urges publishers
More than a year of working and schooling from home plus online
socializing have changed our bodies and minds, and not necessarily for the
better. It's Mental Health Awareness month, and these easy

venezia revisited: cape town’s first gelato gets a reboot
He has researched the history of pandemics which impacted India earlier.
Sharing his findings with Times Evoke, he discusses important lessons time
offers us to navigate present healthcare challenges:

it's time to digital detox: how to put 6 feet between you and your
tech
We recently had the opportunity to interview Jon Shugart, co-founder of
Book Profits, and learn how online entrepreneurs are discovering the profit
potential on the world’s largest online retailer,

‘study india’s earlier pandemics — collective memory holds vital
lessons’
Written primarily for incoming presidential appointees and those in the
White House, Senate, and media who must identify, appoint, confirm, and
report on them,

book profits – how jon shugart and luke sample became amazon fba
masters
The co-optation of wokeness seems to be happening right now. The thing we
call wokeness contains many elements. At its core is an honest and goodfaith effort to grapple with the legacies of racism.

the 2000 prune book: how to succeed in washington's top jobs
The state’s petroleum industry profits from exploiting historic inequalities,
showing how one brutal system gave way to another.

there is no good wokeness
Driven by demands for historical clarity, inclusion, variety, and authenticity,
the marketplace for titles by and about Indigenous peoples is changing and
growing.

the louisiana chemical plants thriving off of slavery
Louisiana’s petroleum industry profits from exploiting historic inequalities,
showing how slavery laid the groundwork for environmental racism.

in focus: retelling the history of indigenous people
Allegheny College professors Christopher Bakken and Stephen Onyeiwu
have received 2021-22 Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program awards to teach and
conduct research in Greece and Nigeria, respectively. Each

‘one oppressive economy begets another’
William Byrd II (1674-1744) was an important figure in the historyof
colonial Virginia: a founder of Richmond, an active participantin Virginia
politics, and

allegheny professors to teach, conduct research abroad
In this essay from 'Finding the Mother Tree,' Suzanne Simard reflects on
parenting, climate change, and the networks at the heart of the forest.

the commonplace book of william byrd ii of westover
SpaceX launched and successfully landed its futuristic Starship on
Wednesday, finally nailing a test flight of the rocketship that Elon Musk
intends to use to land

the wolf tree and the world wide web
The content, curriculum and complexion of present knowledge is
predominantly white male, heteronormative, capitalist and Western

spacex launches, lands starship in 1st successful flight
Bring your family and friends to the races at the Central Wyoming
Fairgrounds on September 24, 25 and 26. Buy your tickets at the
fairgrounds, or online at horsenationsrelay.com. Come early to get a

part ii: an overhaul of tertiary education and regeneration in africa
is long overdue
The discredited theory that coronavirus is a bio-weapon created in a Wuhan
lab is gaining new momentum. This is the conspiracy’s origin story.

town crier: family stuff
The purpose of this event is to promote the love for reading and help
decrease summer learning loss by providing students with trade books.
Parents and/or guardians will receive suggestions and

going viral: how a book on amazon inspired the latest covid
conspiracy
The women competing for this year's Miss Universe title hail from the US,
the Philippines, China, and other countries around the world.

register for the sole summer experience
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Swansea Farmers Market — 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursdays. Rural King
parking lot, 2801 N. Illinois St., Swansea. Fresh local produce, baked goods,
unique handmade crafts and more.

From boosting the video game industry to potentially driving up the cost of
used vehicles – here are the winners and losers in the Federal Budget.
budget 2021: winners and losers
The UK’s coronavirus testing system for travellers could “buckle” when
foreign holidays resume, a consumer group has warned. Which? said social
media and review sites are already “flooded” with

metro-east farmers markets in full swing as blood drives, fish fries
also on calendar
Latest updates: spokesman says ‘reasonable grounds to suspect an offence
may have occurred’
tory sleaze row: electoral commission announces investigation into
johnson flat makeover – live
Struggling with what to watch on Netflix tonight? Look no further than the
WIRED guide to the best Netflix TV shows in 2021. Updated weekly

coronavirus live as fears testing system for travellers could 'buckle'
as holidays resume
Today I want to touch on that thinking, but I’ll also speak to some of the
wider challenges facing New Zealand in 2021, especially as we head into
the Budget. Last week on Mother’s Day I found myself

45 of the best netflix series to binge watch right now
All products and services featured by Variety are independently selected by
Variety editors. However, Variety may receive a commission on orders
placed through its retail links, and the retailer may

pm ardern – pre-budget speech to business new zealand
There’s no doubt Australia’s farmers face significant challenges in the
coming decades, from climate change and water security to changing
consumer expectations and rapidly advancing technology.

last minute mother’s day gifts that will arrive in time for the holiday
Archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann was a larger-than-life figure,
discovering Troy in what is now Hisarlik, in modern-day Turkey.

young farmers: kate mcbride, oliver vidor, milly mackinnon shape
agriculture’s future
The ranking celebrates 100 senior people of colour who are leading by
example and are removing barriers on the pathway to success for ethnic
minority employees.

the life of heinrich schliemann, the discoverer of troy
Nat O’Connor is Adjunct Lecturer in Maynooth University and a former
lecturer in Ulster University. The EU contains federations (like Germany),
unitary states (like Ireland) and highly devolved

the empower 100 ethnic minority future leaders 2021
The roadmap to lifting the lockdown restrictions in the UK cannot be safely
accelerated despite the success of the vaccine roll-out, a minister has said.

it isn’t about complete independence for scotland, but a choice
between two unions
But Dr. Paolo Fedi makes the historical connection between the two
locations as he explores the life, pioneering medical research and legacy of
Dr. William Beaumont for the Clinton County Historical

roadmap can't be safely accelerated despite vaccine success, says
minister
In a little-known region that calls to mind Tolkien’s Middle-earth,
photojournalist Augusto Gomes marvels at one of the oldest, harshest, most
biodiverse – and most threatened – ecosystems on the plan

'the man with the hole in his stomach': talk to discuss famous local
doctor
Driven by Nature is the title of Peter Raven’s autobiography. It charts his
connection with the natural world, which began with his insect collections
at age 8. He was director of the Missouri

life on the rocks in brazil’s campo rupestre
The ranking celebrates 100 senior people of colour who are leading by
example and are removing barriers on the pathway to success for ethnic
minority employees.

peter raven - driven by nature
As charities accuse the UK government of delivering a ‘tragic blow’ to the
world’s poorest, Michael Alexander speaks to Professor John Briggs chairman of the Perth-based Royal Scottish Geographical

the empower top 100 ethnic minority future leaders 2021
Science fiction writing by uplifting survivors through holistic education,
leadership development and using storytelling as platforms for healing. Her
book, “Liberation is Here,” released

does ‘global britain’ care about the poorest?: uk’s moral authority
reduced by ‘short-sighted’ cuts, says academic
SAC Health System is providing notice of a recent event that took place on
the system of Netgain Technology, LLC ("Netgain"), a former third-party
service provider, and may affect the privacy of

who is making asian american pacific islander history in 2021: the
gma inspiration list
The Government has unveiled a list of 12 countries or territories which are
on its green list for quarantine-free travel from May 17.
grant shapps unveils government's 'green list' of countries
A transcript of episode 14 of The Conversation Weekly podcast, including
how people make their life's biggest decisions.

sac health system impacted by netgain cyber incident
Yet last week, the American-born father-of-five, who had lived in Israel for
15 years, was accused of being an undercover Christian missionary.
Investigators have disclosed to the JC that the
exclusive: unmasked, the christian missionary who went undercover
in jerusalem as an orthodox rabbi
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